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An opportunity to secure employment that utilizes my education, training and 
experience in the industrial field. While implementing new ideas and processes to 
improve and increase company productivity &amp; mechanical integrity.

EXPERIENCE

API Inspector
ABC Corporation - AUGUST 2012 – JUNE 2014

 Hired on as an in-house API inspector after leaving PCI.
 Performed API inspections &amp; pre-paint blast nspection in the 

Hydrocarbon units before being transferred to the CIM units.
 Performed daily vessel &amp; piping API inspections for monthly 

compliance.
 Duties include document updates &amp; control, scheduling &amp; 

directing NDE technicians, planning and scheduling needed 
scaffolding.

 Dealt daily with work order numbers &amp; network literature 
updates.

 Gained great experience in Caustic, Chlorine, Glycol, Solvents &amp; 
Methane units.

 Worked on the Glycol &amp; Benzene turnarounds in performing 
vessel internals, flange inspections &amp; PT/VT inspections.

API Inspector 
Delta Corporation - 2011 – 2012

 Inspected new vessels that were brought into the gas fields for 
production.

 Completed reports and updated the client daily of all progress or any 
problems.

 Facility Various facilities Roles &amp; Responsibilities Follow each 
piping job or equipment that was assigned to me until completion.

 Reviewed each sites procedures and made sure they were followed 
during installation or new piping or repair of equipment.

 Wrote detailed reports to satisfy client needs along with pictures of 
each job showing the work.

 API Inspector for Valero Bill Greehey Refinery Turnaround Coordinate 
and direct T/A activities of heat exchangers and air coolers for the 
Hydro-.

 Perform internal and external API inspections and witness torqueing 
and pressure testing of equipment.
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EDUCATION

 B.S. In Industrial Technology

SKILLS

Communication Skills, Planning Skills.
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